
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

SODICK PLUSTECH GL30A EXHIBITS PRECISION AT MD&M ANAHEIM

ELK GROVE VILLAGE, Ill. (February 2, 2024) – Plustech Inc., a renowned industry
leader specializing in injection molding machinery and equipment, will be showing at the
MD&M West Conference in Anaheim, CA. The conference is scheduled to take place
from February 6-8 at the Anaheim Convention Center and will spotlight the latest
technology in the medical device manufacturing industry.

Following an overwhelmingly positive response to their machinery showcase at MD&M
Minneapolis, Sodick will exhibit at MD&M West in partner Westfall-Technik’s Booth
#4001. With a live demonstration, guests can experience the power of collaboration
firsthand as the GL30A small Sodick Injection Molding Machine (IMM) interacts
seamlessly with Polyplastics Laperos ® LCP materials, and technology from
Westfall-Technik. The achieved result is highly engineered plastics parts with molded
precision that goes well beyond the industry standard to meet the demanding needs of
medical devices.

“The transformative potential of our technology to create micro-molded precision parts
makes medical device manufacturing a natural for Sodick-Plustech,” said Kohei
Shinohara, Vice President of Sodick-Plustech, expressing his enthusiasm. "We look
forward to demonstrating our capabilities with our show partners.”

In addition to the machinery showcase, MD&M West will offer educational sessions and
conference programs. Distinguished speakers from top-tier companies within the
medical field will present their insights and findings, providing guests a front-row seat to
the latest industry advancements and best practices. By expanding its reach through
diverse fields of manufacturing, and medical technology specifically, Plustech’s solutions
continue to find new ways to evolve.

-MORE-

ABOUT PLUSTECH INC.



Plustech Incorporated is a joint venture between Sodick Co. Ltd. and Yamazen
Corporation, to deliver Sodick V-LINE Two Stage Plunger Injection Molding machinery
since 2004. Based in a new, state-of-the-art 138,000 square foot facility in Elk Grove
Village, Illinois, Plustech has made a commitment to delivering the highest quality
machines, the strongest technical support, and the most experienced service team to
ensure our customers’ profitability and competitive edge toward productivity in the
high-demand injection molding manufacturing industry. For more information, visit on
the web at www.plustech-inc.com, or call 847-490-8130.
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